PRACTICE PRODUCTS FOR CLINICAL SIMULATION
Mediquip has been committed to the sales and service of biomedical and medical gas equipment for more than 30 years. By selling and supporting the Wallcur® range of products, we believe in increasing core competencies through realistic simulation. Wallcur’s Practi-Products™ guarantee the highest quality, most true-to-life realistic designs for the best hands-on medical training. As the originator of practice medication for simulation, these products allow instructors to create a safe and authentic training experience that is easily integrated into any new or existing curriculum. Wallcur work with a team of experts in the healthcare industry to provide our customers with the most relevant and current simulation training products and delivery systems on the market.

We are proud to service schools and training facilities in all disciplines of clinical simulation and education. Whether you are a School of Nursing, School of Pharmacy, an EMS training program, a Military Field Training Program or a Clinical Simulation Centre, Mediquip is here to provide you with the training products that help prepare future health practitioners. We are passionate about supplying only the highest quality, most realistic simulation products on the market.
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PRACTI-MINI INJECTA PAD™

Our newest size Practi-Injecta Pad can take both air and liquid injections, and is ideal for individual use in the lab or for student health education kits.

ITEM NO: #503DP
Practi-Mini Injecta Pad™ 8 x 8 x 4.5cm

---

PRACTI-INJECTA PAD™

To try it is to love it! This original and unique 7” x 7” Wallcur® injection pad gives the feeling of a live injection, with perfect simulation of skin puncture resistance, tissue displacement, and aspiration tension. The realistic thickness allows practice with a variety of needle lengths, with both top and bottom surfaces available for injection of air or fluid. The most economical practice that makes it real!

TEACHES:
- Lifelike tissue displacement
- Skin puncture resistance
- Aspiration tension
- Z-track and other injection techniques

ITEM NO: #501PD
Practi-Injecta Pad™ 18 x 18 x 6.5cm

---

PRACTI-MINI INJECTA PAD

The Wallcur® durable and time-tested Practi-Injecta Pad™ is available in a smaller compact size. The MINI Injecta Pad is 5” x 5” with a 2-1/2” thickness allowing for multiple needle lengths. Just like the original pad, the MINI will provide excellent hands-on simulation practice for students learning to master injection techniques. Provide each student with their own or stock your lab with the MINI to save space! Comes with its own box for easy storage.

ITEM NO:
#522MP  Practi-Mini Injecta Pad™
Set of 2, 13 x 13cm
#522LX  Practi Enoxopam Injection Pack

---

ANATOMICAL TEMPLATES

Six interchangeable templates represent the most commonly used landmarks and injection sites. A perfect accompaniment to the Practi-Injecta Pad.

ITEM NO: #550PT  Practi-Set of 6 Anatomical Templates™ 18 x 18cm
#555CT  Practi-Anatomical templates
Set of 6 colour 18 x 18cm
#577MT  Practi-Mini Anatomical Templates™
Set of 6, 13 x 13cm
#906ED  Practi-student anatomical templates
Set of 6 colour 8x8cm

Reconstitute with Accuracy

Each 10 mL Practi-Powder Vial has been formulated to dissolve instantly with Wallcur’s Practi-Vial™, providing realistic antibiotic reconstitution and practice. Wallcur’s custom label accurately simulates multiple dosage strength preparations requiring the addition of varying amounts of diluent.

TEACHES:
• Reconstituting powdered drugs
• Skills for reading medication labels
• Sterile vial handling and air replacement skills
• Calculating and measuring multiple drug dosages

ITEM NO: 
#402PP Practi-Powder Vial® Box of 30 Vials

Not for human or animal injection.

PRACTI-ANTIBIOTIC LABELSTM

These easy-to-use Practi-Peel-N-Stick Labels™ simulate six of the most commonly used antibiotics, Zithromax®, vancomycin, Ancef®, and ceftriaxone 250 mg, 500 mg, and 1 g.

ITEM NO: 
#9901RL Practi-Antibiotic 10 mL Labels™
Set of 30 (5 of each label)

PRACTI-POWDER TEACHING MODULE™

A Blackboard Friendly Format

INCLUDES:
• Principles and methods for antibiotic reconstitution
• Patient case studies, physicians’ orders, and MAR worksheets for student assessment and feedback
• Q & A’s testing patient assessment and math competency

ITEM NO: 
#MOD402 Practi-Powder CD Module™
#GCD9901 Practi-Go Figure CD Module™

All sales are final.

PRACTI-MINI POWDER™

Introducing new Practi-Mini Powder™ from Wallcur. Each 2 mL vial contains a white powder that dissolves in sterile water. Some medications are unstable when stored in liquid form, requiring the drugs to be packaged in powdered form and dissolved prior to administration. Learn proper reconstitution procedures with Wallcur’s Practi-Mini Powder.

ITEM NO: 
#417MP Practi-Mini Powder™ Box of 40

Not for human or animal injection.
Provide an integrated experience while learning concepts and skills of label reading, vial opening, and sterile technique. Our 10 mL sterile water vials can be used either alone, with Practi-Powder® for reconstitution, or with our drug-identical Practi-Peel-N-Stick Labels™.

TEACHES:
- Air replacement technique
- Vial pressure changes
- Dosage aspiration and needle withdrawal
- Accurate dosage measurement

ITEM NO: #403PV Practi-Vial™ Box of 30
Not for human or animal injection.

PRACTI-VIAL™

The Wallcur® Practi-Vial™ 10 mL Peel-N-Stick Label is designed to accurately simulate the real drug, vasopressin. Each Practi-Vial™ label peels easily and adheres quickly to our 10 mL Practi-Vial instantly changing the vial to a new drug and dosage. Identical to the real drug label, these practice vials are a perfect compliment for many simulated cardiac scenarios.

ITEM NO: #9910VAS Practi-Vasoprsn 10 mL, Set of 30, Labels™

PRACTI-VASOPRSN™

The Wallcur® Practi-Vasoprsn 10 mL Peel-N-Stick Label is designed to accurately simulate the real drug, vasopressin. Each Practi-Vasoprsn™ label peels easily and adheres quickly to our 10 mL Practi-Vial instantly changing the vial to a new drug and dosage. Identical to the real drug label, these practice vials are a perfect compliment for many simulated cardiac scenarios.

ITEM NO: #9910VAS Practi-Vasoprsn 10 mL, Set of 30, Labels™

PRACTI-MAG SULFATE™

The Wallcur® Practi-Mag Sulfate 10 mL Peel-N-Stick Label was created to identically represent the real drug, magnesium sulfate. Each Practi-Mag Sulfate label easily applies to our 10 mL Practi-Vial instantly changing the vial to a new drug and dosage. Often misread and easily miscalculated, Practi-Mag Sulfate is a perfect accompaniment for pre-clinical practice in OB, paediatric, and adult learning labs. Affordable, accurate, and easy to use!

ITEM NO: #9918MGF Practi-Mag Sulfate 10 mL, Set of 30 Labels™

PRACTI-DOPAMN™

The Wallcur® Practi-Dopamn™ 10 mL Peel-N-Stick Label was designed to accurately simulate one of the most powerful vasoconstrictors, dopamine hydrochloride. This practice is a clear antidote for frequent misreading and miscalculation of a complex drug dosage. Each Practi-Dopamn™ label sticks easily to our 10 mL Practi-Vial, instantly changing the vial to the new drug dosage. An economical and efficient way for testing students’ competency.

ITEM NO: #9919DPM Practi-Dopamn 10 mL, Set of 30 Labels™
PRACTI-INSULIN™

Calculate, Mix, Measure, and Withdraw

Our **SEVEN** different Practi-Insulin teaching packs were created to make pre-clinical practice of combined insulin dosages available for a safe and realistic laboratory experience. Each pack contains 40 vials and provides a comprehensive learning experience for students requiring the basic skills of reading labels, combining insulins, and calculating dosages. Teaching these skills is so much easier with the addition of our Practi-Insulin Teaching Module.

**TEACHES:**
- Identification and understanding of currently used insulins
- Combined dosage preparation
- Mixing of NPH and other medium to long-acting insulin with regular insulins
- Use of the U-100 syringe for air replacement and insulin withdrawal
- Measurement and administration of the most commonly used insulins

**ITEM NO:**
- #408VP **Practi-Insulin Variety Pack™** (10 NPH; 10 Reg; 10 70/30; 10 Lantuz)
- #405TP **Practi-Insulin Training Pack™** (20 NPH; 20 Reg)
- #47030 **Practi-70/30 & Lantuz Pack™** (20 70/30; 20 Lantuz)
- #409HM **Practi-Humln Pack™** (20 Humln-R; 20 Humln-N)
- #9405NPH **Practi-NPH™ Insulin Vials** (40 NPH)
- #9405REG **Practi-Reg™ Insulin Vials** (40 Reg)
- #47525 **Practi-75/25 & Regular Pack™** (20 75/25; 20 Reg)

Not for human or animal injection.

PRACTI-INSULIN™ STARTER PACK

Wallcur’s new simulation **Practi-Insulin Starter Pack** will help get your insulin lab started today! This exclusive bundle is ready-made, easy-to-use, and provides training in vial handling, identifying and mixing insulins, calculating dosages, and much more. Each Practi-Pack also provides 12 Practi-Peel-N-Stick™ labels that immediately change the insulin type, dosage, and calculation.

The New **Practi-Insulin Starter Pack** Includes:
- 16 Practi-Regular Vials
- 4 Practi-NPH Vials
- 4 Practi-75/25 Vials
- 4 Practi-Lantuz Vials
- 4 Practi-70/30 Vials
- 4 Practi-Humln N Vials
- 4 Practi-Levmr Labels
- 4 Practi-Humlg Labels
- 4 Practi-Novlog Labels
- 4 Practi-75/25 Vials
- 4 Practi-Humln R Vials
- 4 Practi-Humlg Labels
- 4 Practi-Levmr Labels

**ITEM NO:** #SP-419 **Practi-Insulin™ Starter Pack, One Pack**

For simulation practice only. Not for human or animal injection.

PRACTI-INSULIN TEACHING MODULE™

Evaluate Core Competencies

**INCLUDES:**
- An overview of diabetes and its treatment
- Four patient clinical case studies requiring student assessment and evaluation
- Physicians’ orders and MAR worksheets for transcribing
- Realistic Q & A’s for testing critical thinking

**ITEM NO:** #MOD408 **Practi-Insulin CD Module™**

All sales are final.
Practi-Humlg™ (LISPRO)

Practi-Humlg is a Practi-Peel-N-Stick™ label designed to identically simulate the real insulin, Humalog®. Each label smoothly adheres to our 10 mL Practi-Regular Insulin™ vials, quickly changing the drug and dosage. Increase student confidence and skill-based competency, easily and affordably.

students learn to:
• Monitor, report, and evaluate blood sugar levels
• Identify primary actions of insulin
• Calculate insulin dosages
• Prepare insulin dosages using aseptic technique with a U-100 syringe
• Administer dosages utilizing proper injection technique

ITEM NO: #9911HMG Practi-Humlg 10 mL Labels™ Set of 40

Practi-Levmr™ (DETEMIR)

Practi-Levmr is the newest addition to Wallcur’s Peel-N-Stick insulin labels. The Practi-Levmr label was created to identically simulate the real insulin, detemir. Attach the Practi-Peel-N-Stick™ label to any of our Practi-Regular Insulin vials to immediately change the drug name, dosage, and route of administration. Each label change helps students become more familiar with drug identification, calculating, and measuring small amounts of solution.

students learn to:
• Monitor, report, and evaluate blood sugar levels
• Identify primary actions of insulin
• Prepare insulin dosages using aseptic technique with a U-100 syringe
• Administer dosages utilizing proper injection technique

ITEM NO: #9926LMR Practi-Levmr 10 mL Labels™ Set of 40

Practi-Novlog™ (ASPART)

Practi-Novlog is a Practi-Peel-N-Stick™ label created to accurately simulate the rapid-acting insulin, Novolog®. Each Practi-Label™ adheres easily and securely to our 10 mL Practi-Regular Insulin vial, instantly changing the dosage and insulin type. Challenging, stimulating and effective, this unique experience will help make learning “stick.”

students learn to:
• Monitor, report, and evaluate blood sugar levels
• Identify primary actions of insulin
• Calculate insulin dosages
• Prepare insulin dosages using aseptic technique with a U-100 syringe
• Administer dosages utilizing proper injection technique

ITEM NO: #9912NLG Practi-Novlog 10 mL Labels™ Set of 40
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-SUCINYLCHINE</td>
<td>#437SC</td>
<td>(Box of 30)</td>
<td>10mL Vial, Contains Sterile Distilled Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-3ML MINI TINT VIAL</td>
<td>#419MT</td>
<td>(Box of 40)</td>
<td>Contains Sterile Distilled Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-5ML VIAL</td>
<td>#420PV</td>
<td>(Box of 40)</td>
<td>Contains Sterile Distilled Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-1ML MINI VIAL</td>
<td>#418MV</td>
<td>(Box of 40)</td>
<td>Contains Sterile Distilled Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-10ML TINT VIAL</td>
<td>#422TV</td>
<td>(Box of 30)</td>
<td>Contains Sterile Distilled Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-20ML VIAL</td>
<td>#423PV</td>
<td>(Box of 30)</td>
<td>Contains Sterile Distilled Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-30ML VIAL</td>
<td>#424PV</td>
<td>(Box of 30)</td>
<td>Contains Sterile Distilled Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-DANTROLN (POWDER VIAL)</td>
<td>#425DP</td>
<td>(Box of 20)</td>
<td>20mg Powder for reconstitution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PRACTI-POWDER WHITE**
*ITEM NO: #427PW (Box of 30)*
Contains powder for reconstitution

**PRACTI-MIDAZOLM**
*ITEM NO: #433MD (Box of 40)*
2mL Tint Vial

**PRACTI-AMDATE**
*ITEM NO: #434AM (Box of 30)*
20mL Vial

**PRACTI-DIAZPAM**
*ITEM NO: #435DZ (Box of 30)*
10mL Vial

**PRACTI-VECRONIUM BROMIDE**
*ITEM NO: #436VB (Box of 30)*
10mL Powder Vial

**PRACTI-NALOXN HCl**
*ITEM NO: #438NX (Box of 40)*
1ml Vial

**PRACTI-DIPHNYDRAMINE**
*ITEM NO: #439DH (Box of 40)*
1mL Vial
Wallcur’s Practi-Mini Vial provides authentic simulation with one of the most difficult to handle vials. Each vial contains 2 mL of sterile water and is perfect for opening, calculating, measuring, and injecting small dosages.

**TEACHES:**
- Air replacement technique
- Multiple small dose calculation
- Fractional dosage measurement
- Small vial pressure changes
- Sterile aseptic precautions

**ITEM NO:** #404MV  Practi-Mini Vial™ Box of 40

Not for human or animal injection.

---

**PRACTI-VERAPML™**

Each Practi-Verapml 2 mL Peel-N-Stick Label simulates the drug, **verapamil hydrochloride**, and applies easily to our 2 mL Practi-Mini Vial. This is a perfect complement to learning labs that require a level of math skill competency with performance testing.

**ITEM NO:** #9916VML  Practi-Verapml 2 mL Labels™ Set of 40

---

**PRACTI-MAG SULFATE™**

Each Practi-Mag Sulfate 2 mL Peel-N-Stick Label was created to identically simulate the real drug, **magnesium sulfate**. This small label is easily applied to our 2 mL Practi-Mini Vial instantly changing the vial into a new drug and dosage.

**ITEM NO:** #9917MGF  Practi-Mag Sulfate 2 mL Labels™ Set of 40

---

**PRACTI-ZOFRN™**

The Wallcur® Practi-Zofrn 2 mL Peel-N-Stick Label was designed to simulate the real drug, **Zofran®**. Our new label creates a unique practice that will increase students’ accuracy reading drug labels, calculating small drug dosages, performing aseptic syringe techniques, and measuring fractional amounts of solution.

**ITEM NO:** #9915FRN  Practi-Zofrn 2 mL Set of 40 Labels™
Our Practi-Mini Tint Vial is an amber vial filled with 2 mL of sterile water. An excellent simulation for the many light sensitive medications that are often difficult to see.

**TEACHES:**
- Small vial handling and dexterity techniques
- Aseptic precautions specific to small vials
- Calculating and measuring fractional dosages

**ITEM NO:** #415TV Practi-Mini Tint Vial™ Box of 40

Not for human or animal injection.

---

**PRACTI-TORADL™**

The Wallcur® Practi-Toradl 2 mL Peel-N-Stick Label simulates the real drug ketorolac tromethamine, a commonly ordered anti-inflammatory. Simply adhere the label to our Practi-Mini Tint Vial to instantly change the vial to a new drug and dosage.

**ITEM NO:** #9921TRD Practi-Toradl 2 mL Labels™ Set of 40

---

**PRACTI-REGLIN™**

Wallcur’s Practi-Reglin 2 mL Peel-N-Stick Label is designed to closely simulate the real drug Reglan widely ordered for its antiemetic properties. This is an easy yet accurate method to practice and test math competency using small vials.

**ITEM NO:** #9922RGL Practi-Reglin 2 mL Labels™ Set of 40

---

**PRACTI-LASX™**

Each Practi-Lasx 2 mL Peel-N-Stick Label is designed to accurately simulate the real drug, Lasix. Made exclusively for the Wallcur Practi-Mini Tint Vial, these labels stick easily, providing a one-of-a-kind simulated practice. An excellent method for testing competency.

**ITEM NO:** #9923LSX Practi-Lasx 2 mL Labels™ Set of 40

---

**PRACTI-VALUM™**

Wallcur’s Practi-Valum 2 mL Peel-N-Stick Label was created to look identical to the true drug, Valium. Each Peel-N-Stick Label is easily applied to our Practi-Mini Tint Vial replicating the light sensitive qualities of the real drug. Student practice is authentic and validated.

**ITEM NO:** #9924VLM Practi-Valum 2 mL Labels™ Set of 40

---

**PRACTI-DEXAMETHSONE™**

The Practi-Dexamethsone 2 mL Peel-N-Stick Label is simulated to look identical to the real drug and dosage, Dexamethasone. Students can practice calculating and measuring dosages for either direct injection undiluted, or for continuous infusion.

**ITEM NO:** #9925DXM Practi-Dexamethsone 2 mL, Set of 40 Labels™
All of the skills necessary to accurately calculate, measure, and administer small multiple dosages can be practiced using Wallcur’s Practi-Tub PPD vials. Each vial contains 2 mL of sterile water which simulates the actual size, dosage, and contents seen in hospitals and clinics worldwide.

**TEACHES:**
- Preparation of intradermal injections
- Calculating multiple fractional dosages
- Reading and interpreting drug labels
- Small vial pressure changes
- Small needle and syringe techniques

**ITEM NO:** #407TU  Practi-Tub PPD™ Box of 40

Not for human or animal injection.

---

**PRACTI-TUB PPD TEACHING MODULE™**

**INCLUDES:**
- Implications of TB exposure
- A step-by-step guide for administering intradermal PPD injections
- Q & A’s with dosage calculations

**ITEM NO:** #MOD407 Practi-Tub PPD CD Module™

All sales are final.

---

**PRACTI-VACCNE B™**

**Safe and Realistic Vaccine Practice**

Each small vial is designed to teach all of the skills necessary to accurately prepare and administer single dose vaccines. Our Practi-Vaccine B label is made to realistically look like the actual Hepatitis B vaccine currently used. Students practice reading and calculating normal dosages for adults, adolescents, and pediatric patients.

**TEACHES:**
- Measuring and calculating single dose vaccines
- Reading labels and identifying dosages for adults, adolescents, and children
- Small vial handling skills
- Aseptic aspiration using a tuberculin syringe

**ITEM NO:** #411VB  Practi-Vaccine B™ Box of 40

Not for human or animal injection.

---

**PRACTI-VACCNE B TEACHING MODULE™**

**INCLUDES:**
- Overview of Hepatitis B
- Risks for infection and diagnosis
- Q & A’s for calculating dosages

**ITEM NO:** #MOD411  Practi-Vaccine B CD Module™

All sales are final.
PRACTI-HEPARIN TEACHING MODULE™

Each Wallcur® Practi-Teaching Module comes in an easy-to-use PDF format for sharing content, blackboard projection, and testing core math competency.

INCLUDES:
- Overview of heparin actions, dosages, and administration
- Actual patient case studies, reading, and interpreting physician orders
- Calculating the math, preparing the dosages, and more
- Core testing questions and answers covering the most critical calculations necessary for reducing errors

ITEM NO: #MOD406 Practi-Heparin CD Module™

All sales are final.

PRACTI-HEPARIN LABELS™

Three of the most commonly administered heparin dosages are now available in three easy to apply Practi-Peel-N-Stick Labels from Wallcur. By instantly changing the dosage, students are provided with a new math-med practice for drugs often misread and miscalculated. Mix, match, and apply our labels to Wallcur’s 10 mL or 2 mL vials for a simulation practice that makes it real!

ITEM NO:
- #9914HLK Practi-Heparin Lock Flush™ Set of 40 10 U/mL (10 mL Labels)
- #9913HMV Practi-Heparin™ Set of 40 1,000 U/mL (2 mL Labels)
- #9100HEP Practi-Heparin Flush™ Set of 40 100 U/mL (10 mL Labels)

Not for human or animal injection.
Snap, Break, Calculate, & Aspirate

PRACTI-AMPOULESTM

A Clean, Safe Break Every Time!

The Wallcur® Practi-Lanox Amp™ provides a comprehensive practice for safe ampoule opening, aspirating, and calculating fractional dosages using a frequently ordered IV drug for simulation. Ampoules are clearly labeled 500 mcg (0.5 mg). Each Practi-Lanox 2 mL sterile water ampoule is chemically scored to provide a safe opening.

Practi-Amp™ without the Lanox label are also available. These ampoules are labeled sterile water and have the identical chemical scoring for a clean, safe and accurate break.

ITEM NO:
#429PL Practi-Lanox Amp™ Box of 100
#401PA Practi-Amp™ Box of 100

Not for human or animal injection.

PRACTI-LANOX
TEACHING MODULE™

Helping Educators Achieve Results

INCLUDES:
• Forty new dosage calculations
• Conversion between systems of measure
• Fluid displacement from upper to lower ampoule chambers
• Opening and handling using aseptic technique
• Small dosage measurement
• Interpretation of physicians’ orders

ITEM NO: #MOD429 Practi-Lanox CD Module™

All sales are final.

PRACTI-AMPOULE™ SAFETY BREAKERS

Increase student confidence and competency during ampoule practice with these easy-to-use plastic ampoule breakers. Students will avoid direct finger contact with broken glass during and after opening, eliminating the fear of cuts from poor technique.

ITEM NO: #903SB Practi-Ampoule™ Safety Breakers Box of 100
**PRACTI-MINI AMPOULES™**

**Make Training a Snap!**

The Practi-Mini Tint™ and Practi-Mini Clear Ampoules™ are among the newest and most authentic simulation products from Wallcur®. Each 1 mL mini ampoule contains sterile water and is available in either a clear or amber tinted glass. Students will learn to accurately open, calculate, aspirate, and measure small and often hard to see solutions.

Wallcur ampoules are chemically scored for ease of use and accurately simulate those found in hospitals and clinics. A perfect practice for manikins and other injection aids such as the Practi-Injecta Pad™.

**TEACHES:**
- Fluid displacement
- Dosage calculation
- Safe ampoule opening

Solution aspiration
- Dosage measurement

We ship all ampoules in plastic trays with an easy to store carton.

**ITEM NO:**
- #412MA  Practi-Mini Clear Ampoule™ Box of 100
- #413MT  Practi-Mini Tint Ampoule™ Box of 100

Not for human or animal injection.

---

**Peel and Stick**

**PRACTI-MINI AMPOULE LABELS™**

Simulated drug and dosage practice is now even easier with a choice of eight new Practi-Peel-N-Stick drug labels. Each label is designed for either our 1 mL Practi-Mini Clear Ampoule or our 1 mL Practi-Tint Ampoule. Labels are clearly written with the drug name, dosage, bar code, and expiration date which resembles the real drug label. Our new Practi-Drug Labels™ simulate Inderal, Phenergan, Dilaudid, Methergine, Vitamin K, Narcan, epinephrine, and Isuprel.

**ITEM NO:**
- #9902PHE  Practi-Phenergn™ Set of 50
- #9903NAR  Practi-Narcn™ Set of 50
- #9904MET  Practi-Methergne™ Set of 50
- #9905SUP  Practi-Isoprl™ Set of 50
- #9906NDE  Practi-Inderl™ Set of 50
- #9907EPN  Practi-Epi™ Set of 50
- #9908DLD  Practi-Dilaud™ Set of 50
- #9909VTK  Practi-Vitamin K™ Set of 50

*Labels intended for use with 1 mL Practi-Mini Ampoules.

---

**PRACTI-3ML AMP (CLEAR)**

ITEM NO: #430PA (Box of 100)

Contains Sterile Distilled Water

**PRACTI-5ML AMP (CLEAR)**

ITEM NO: #431PA (Box of 100)

Contains Sterile Distilled Water

**PRACTI-10ML AMP (CLEAR)**

ITEM NO: #432PA (Box of 100)

Contains Sterile Distilled Water

**PRACTI-AMIODRONE**

ITEM NO: #428AD (Box of 100)

3mL Amp
The Wallcur’ family of Practi-Peel-N-Stick Labels provides a comprehensive choice of many commonly administered medications. Each label is drug specific and provides a key practice for math calculation, vial handling, and syringe measurement. Perfect for testing skill-based competencies and improving critical thinking.

PRACTI-Peel-N-Stick Labels™

PRACTI-ADENOSN™
ITEM NO:
#9920ADN, 2 mL Set of 40

PRACTI-DILAUD™
ITEM NO:
#9908BND, 1 mL Set of 50

PRACTI-AMINOPHLN™
ITEM NO:
#9929AMP, 10 mL, Set of 30

PRACTI-DOPAMN™
ITEM NO:
#9919DPM, 10 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-AMIODARN HCL™
ITEM NO:
#9931AMR, 3 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-DOPAMN HCL™
ITEM NO:
#9940DPM, 10 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-BENDRYL™
ITEM NO:
#9942BND, 1 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-EPI™
ITEM NO:
#9907EPN, 1 mL, Set of 50

PRACTI-DEXAMETHSONE™
ITEM NO:
#9925DXM, 2 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-FLUMZNL™
ITEM NO:
#9928FLZ, 10 mL, Set of 30

PRACTI-DEXAMETHSONE SP™
ITEM NO:
#9932DEX, 5 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-FUROSMD™
ITEM NO:
#9933FUR, 4 mL, Set of 40
PRACTI-HEPARIN™ 1,000
ITEM NO: #9913HMV, 2 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-LASX®
ITEM NO: #9923LSX, 2 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-HEPARIN FLUSH™ 100 U/ML
ITEM NO: #9100HEP, 10 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-LEVMR™
Order: #9926LMR, 10 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-HEPARIN LOCK FLUSH™
ITEM NO: #9914HLK, 10 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-MAG SULFATE™
ITEM NO: #9917MGF, 2 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-HUMLG™
ITEM NO: #9911HMG, 10 mL, Set of 40

PRACTI-MAG SULFATE™
ITEM NO: #9918MGF, 10 mL, Set of 30

PRACTI-INDERL™
ITEM NO: #9906NDE, 1 mL, Set of 50

PRACTI-METHERGNE™
ITEM NO: #9904MET, 1 mL, Set of 50

PRACTI-ISOPRL™
ITEM NO: #9905SUP, 1 mL, Set of 50

PRACTI-MIDAZOLM HCL™
ITEM NO: #9937MHC, 5 mL, Set of 40

IV PIGGY BACK LABELS™
ITEM NO: #9201PB, Set of 40

PRACTI-MIDAZOLM HCL™
ITEM NO: #9936MDZ, 10 mL, Set of 30

IV SOLUTION LABELS™
ITEM NO: #9202SB, Set of 40

PRACTI-MORPHN™
ITEM NO: #9938MRP, 10 mL, Set of 30
**PRACTI-CAPLET™**

**Realistic Pharmacy Compounding for your Lab**

New Practi-Caplet oral medication from Wallcur! The Practi-Caplet comes in bulk jars as seen in compounding pharmacies. Medication dispensing can often be overwhelming for new pharmacy technician students who are learning proper medication dispensing techniques.

Practi-Caplet comes in a large, white jar with a scannable NDC barcode and 1,000 caplets. Improve student readiness and confidence with this skill-based product today.

**ITEM NO:** #670PC  Practi-Caplet™ 1,000 Practi-Caplets (unscored)  
#671SC  Practi-Caplet™ 1,000 Practi-Caplets (scored)

For instructional purposes only.  
Not for human or animal ingestion.

---

**PRACTI-CAPSULE™**

New from Wallcur! Teach students proper medication dispensing with Practi-Capsules™ in bulk jars. Hospital pharmacy technicians work independently, compounding or batch-preparing medications in bulk. Errors result in medications being ruined and patients being put at risk. Add this essential skills component to your curriculum to increase student accuracy and patient safety.

**ITEM NO:** #672CP  Practi-Capsule™ 1,000 Practi-Capsules

For instructional purposes only.  
Not for human or animal ingestion.

---

**PRACTI-TABLET™**

Teach the proper method for dispensing tablets in bulk jars with Wallcur’s New Practi-Tablet™. The Practi-Tablet comes with 1,000 tablets and a scannable NDC barcode to give a more realistic pharmacy technician simulation experience. Order today!

**ITEM NO:** #673TB  Practi-Tablet™ 1,000 Practi-Tablets

For instructional purposes only.  
Not for human or animal ingestion.
PRACTI-ORAL MED PACK™

Hands-On Practice Makes A Difference

All Practi-Meds™ have been carefully chosen to closely simulate the trade named drug they represent. For example, Practi-Couma® 5 mg is a small yellow tablet simulating Coumadin. Feedback from countless educators has helped design this excellent tool to meet the unique needs of today’s students.

The Practi-Oral Med Pack will provide hours of hands-on practice in oral dosage preparation for beginning students in nursing, pharmacy, medical assisting, and other allied health professions. Order today and start providing the most accurate and time-tested oral med practice available!

ITEM NO: #601MP  Practi-Oral Med Pack™ 20 Boxes per case/1,000 Practi-Meds

For instructional purposes only. Not for human or animal ingestion.

PRACTI-ORAL MED TEACHING MODULE™

Simulation Exercises For Blackboard

INCLUDES:
- Reading drug labels
- Interpreting physicians’ orders
- Calculating normal dosages
- Determining drug actions and side effects
- Breaking scored tablets
- Reconstituting powdered medication
- Correct charting procedures
- Opening and pouring meds from a variety of unit dosage packaging
- Asepsis while preparing, pouring, and administering oral meds

ITEM NO: #MOD601  Practi-Oral Med Pack CD Module™

All sales are final.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Name</th>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Box of 50</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-AMOXI™</td>
<td>#602AX</td>
<td>Simulates amoxicillin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-CARZEM™</td>
<td>#603CR</td>
<td>Simulates Cardizem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-COLAZ™</td>
<td>#604CL</td>
<td>Simulates Colace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-COUMA®</td>
<td>#605CM</td>
<td>Simulates Coumadin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-DIGOX™</td>
<td>#606DX</td>
<td>Simulates digoxin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-GLUCO™</td>
<td>#607GL</td>
<td>Simulates Glucophage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-KEFX™</td>
<td>#608KX</td>
<td>Simulates Keflex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-LASX®</td>
<td>#609LX</td>
<td>Simulates Lasix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-LIPIT™</td>
<td>#610LP</td>
<td>Simulates Lipitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-LOTEN™</td>
<td>#611LN</td>
<td>Simulates Lotensin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-MIC-K™</td>
<td>#612MK</td>
<td>Simulates potassium chloride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-PERCO™</td>
<td>#613PC</td>
<td>Simulates Percocet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-PERSAN™</td>
<td>#614PS</td>
<td>Simulates Persantine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-PRED™</td>
<td>#615PR</td>
<td>Simulates prednisone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-PRILO™</td>
<td>#616PL</td>
<td>Simulates Prilosec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-RELAF™</td>
<td>#617RF</td>
<td>Simulates Relafen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-REST™</td>
<td>#618RS</td>
<td>Simulates Restoril</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-VAL™</td>
<td>#619VL</td>
<td>Simulates Valium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-VITA™</td>
<td>#620VT</td>
<td>Simulates a multi-vitamin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTI-WELLB™</td>
<td>#621WB</td>
<td>Simulates Wellbutrin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PRACTI-NITRO SL™

Teach your students the proper administration of a patient prescribed sublingual nitroglycerin pill. With a vasodilating agent used to treat an angina attack, proper administration is critical. Increase student readiness with the new Practi-Nitro SL tablet.

ITEM NO: #730NP Practi-Nitro SL™ Pack of 5

Not intended for human or animal ingestion.

PRACTI-TEGRETAL ORAL SUSPENSION™

Practi-Tegretal simulates the real drug Tegretol, a paediatric anti-convulsant that is often administered orally in a liquid form. Practice begins with reconstituting a yellow powder into the calculated liquid dosage. The specific skill-set required for preparing an accurate oral medication can be easily evaluated.

COMPETENCY BEGINS WITH:

• Knowing the indications of usage, actions, and side effects of the drug
• Reading paediatric medication labels accurately
• Calculation of correct paediatric dosage based on age and weight
• Conversion between systems of measurement
• Oral dose syringe measurement and administration

ITEM NO: #TEGMED

Practi-Paediatric Tegretal Suspension™ Box of 50

Not for human or animal ingestion.

PRACTI-RSI KIT

ITEM NO: #700RSI (1 case)

Contains 8 Practi-Meds and 4 Syringes

PRACTI-MEDS™ LONG-TERM CARE CARD

The Wallcur® Practi-Med™ Long-Term Care Cards assist students in the practice of delivering medications to the long-term patient. Long-term care facilities often utilise large rolling medication carts containing hundreds of medication punch cards identical to Wallcur’s.

Each card comes pre-filled with 31 safe Practi-Med capsules and a blank label allowing you to simulate the drug of your choice to suit your needs. For excellent and accurate simulation practice, order the basic care card system today!

ITEM NO: #660MC Practi-Meds™ Long-Term Care Card, Pack of 3

Practi-Meds Long-Term Care Card subject to change without notice.

Not for human or animal ingestion.
SPLIT & CRUSH CUP

ITEM NO: #620CC  Split & Crush Cup, Pack of 3

Registered trademark of Apothecary Products.

PILL CRUSHER CUP

Back by educator request, this pill and splitter cup works perfectly with Wallcur’s Practi-Oral Med tablets. Each cup contains a sharp blade that quickly cuts tablets. This cup can also snap together for use with dissolving oral medications.

ITEM NO: #624CC  Pill Crusher Cup, Set of 3

PILL CRUSH SYRINGE

The Pill Crush Syringe allows a safe and efficient way of delivering dissolved medications. This Single-Device Medication Delivery System:

• More accurate dose administration
• Less medication waste
• Improves patient care

ITEM NO: #625PS  Pill Crush Syringe, Pack of 2

PRACTI-OPTIC DROPPER™

Quick and Easy to Fill and Refill

A perfect simulation practice for ophthalmic drop administration. For adult or paediatrics, these skills are an important part of patient care and education. Unsterile containers are shipped ready-to-fill with the solution of your choice. Order today!

ITEM NO: #906SD  Practi-Optic Dropper™ Pack of 5

Not intended for human or animal use.

PRACTI-EAR DROPPER™

Quick and Easy to Fill and Refill

New from Wallcur! Now you can simulate otic drops for preventing or treating infections. Suitable for adults or paediatrics, the unsterile containers ship empty, allowing the addition of your solution choice. Teach students proper techniques for preparation, positioning, and installation.

ITEM NO: #906ED  Practi-Ear Dropper™ Pack of 5

Not intended for human or animal use.
**PRACTI-NITROSPIRA Y™**

*Practi-NitroSpray™* is a CFC-free pump that simulates a sublingual aerosol spray. Each metered dose comes labeled identical to the drug, nitroglycerin, which is used to treat episodes of angina in people who have coronary artery disease. Each spray pump looks, acts, and feels like the real thing, containing no medication and provides 200 sprays per pump. Practi-NitroSpray is a helpful and effective addition to your current patient care scenarios.

**ITEM NO:** #720NS *Practi-NitroSpray™ Pack of 5*

Not intended for human or animal inhalation.

---

**PRACTI-MDI INHALER™**

The Wallcur Practi-MDI Inhaler, is the only real practice inhaler that contains an aerosol propellant. Each inhaler is CFC-free and offers 200 true metered actuations for practice in any skill laboratory environment.

Pre-clinical simulation practice is essential for an effective and consistent medication delivery. Wallcur’s Practi-MDI Inhaler is both economical and easy to teach. Give your students a boost in confidence and strengthen competency. Order today!

**ITEM NO:** #619PI *Practi-MDI Inhaler™ Pack of 5*

Manikins or other simulators are advised for aerosol practice.

Not intended for human or animal inhalation.

---

**PRACTI-PROAYER INHALER™**

The new *Practi-ProAyer™* MDI inhaler simulates one of the most commonly ordered bronchodilators, albuterol. Our Practi-Inhaler™ contains no medication, only an aerosol propellant. Each inhaler is CFC-free, and provides 200-metered practice actuations. Identical to its pharmacological look-a-like, Practi-ProAyer is a perfect addition to your basic simulation-based learning lab.

**ITEM NO:** #669PA *Practi-ProAyer Inhaler™ Pack of 5*

Not intended for human or animal inhalation.

---

**INHALER CHAMBER**

Inhaler chambers improve the effectiveness of metered dose inhaler (MDI) delivery systems by increasing the proportion of active drugs to the lungs. An excellent accompaniment to Wallcur’s Practi-Inhaler and Practi-ProAyer Inhaler. Teach your students proper technique associated with MDI use.

**ITEM NO:** #626CH *Inhaler Chamber*

Not intended for human or animal inhalation.
PRACTI-PATCHES™

Transdermal Practice for Drug and Dosage Accuracy

Wallcur’s Practi-Nitro™ (nitroglycerin) and Prati-Fentnyl™ patches are designed to accurately simulate the transdermal administration delivery system used in current clinical facilities. Students learn how to create a balance between a number of key factors: size of patch or coverage area, concentration of the drug, and how to calculate specific drug dosages. Practice handling and applying transdermal patches is highly reliable and realistic! Our special Practi-experience will effectively challenge your students’ critical thinking, while providing an excellent tool for evidence-based testing. Order today!

ITEM NO:
#77700  Practi-Nitro™ Patch, Box of 100
#8100DF  Prati-Fentnyl™ Patch, Box of 100

Not for human or animal application.

PRACTI-FENTNYL PATCH TEACHING MODULE™

A Simple but Effective Method for Teaching Students

INCLUDES:
• Read and interpret drug labels
• Evaluate doctor’s orders and how this medication is ordered
• Calculate multiple drug dosages
• Assess efficacy of administration with special precautions for drug delivery
• Effectively and aseptically apply and remove a transdermal patch without contamination

ITEM NO: #MOD888D  Practi-Fentnyl CD Module™
All sales are final.

PRACTI-NITRO PATCH TEACHING MODULE™

An Easy and Instructive Format for Teaching Students

INCLUDES:
• Assess patient needs for nitroglycerin transdermal administration
• Interpret doctor’s orders for drug dosages
• Read drug labels
• Calculate multiple drug dosages
• Identify the special precautions for administering a Nitro Patch

ITEM NO: #MOD777N  Practi-Nitro CD Module™
All sales are final.
How prepared are your students for administering emergency crash code drugs? Our needle-free 5, 10, and 50 mL syringes are quick to engage and provide the perfect practice for your lab. The Practi-Crash Code Pack™ includes six of the most commonly administered IV drugs with the look and feel of the real thing. Plastic barrel syringes are clearly labeled and contain sterile water. Rapid response skill-based learning helps prepare students to become ready and confident practitioners.

Order today and see the results!

**ITEM NO:**
#1500CP  Practi-Crash Code 6-Pack™
#1512CP  Practi-Crash Code 12-Pack™

For instructional purposes only. Not for human or animal injection.

---

**PRACTI-ATROPNE™**
Simulates atropine sulfate IV 0.1 mg/mL, a cholinergic blocking agent.

**ITEM NO:** #1501A  Practi-Atropne™

---

**PRACTI-SODIUM BICARB™**
Simulates sodium bicarbonate 8.4% IV, an alkalinizing agent and electrolyte.

**ITEM NO:** #1502B  Practi-Sodium Bicarb™

---

**PRACTI-CALCIUM CL™**
Simulates calcium chloride 10% IV, a calcium salt and electrolyte.

**Order:** #1503C  Practi-Calcium CL™

---

**PRACTI-DEXTROSE™**
Simulates dextrose 50% IV, a drug that quickly acts to restore blood glucose.

**ITEM NO:** #1504D  Practi-Dextrose™

---

**PRACTI-EPINEPHERN™**
Simulates epinephrine hydrochloride IV 1:10,000, a sympathomimetic, direct acting drug.

**ITEM NO:** #1505E  Practi-Epinephern™

---

**PRACTI-LIDOCANE™**
Simulates lidocaine hydrochloride 2% IV, an anti-arrhythmic, class 1B drug.

**ITEM NO:** #1506L  Practi-Lidocane™
PRACTI-CRASH CODE MEDS

Now in stock! Complete your rapid response simulation with Wallcur’s latest Practi-Crash Code Meds. Consistent with our Practi-Crash Code Pack™, these Practi-Meds are needle-free and simulate commonly ordered emergency medications. Practi-Naloxn™ simulates Naloxone®, an opiod antagonist drug used to counter the effects of opiod overdose. Practi-Adenosn™ comes in both 2 mL and 4 mL syringes and simulates Adenosine®, a cardiac drug used for the treatment of paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia. Order your Practi-Code Meds™ today for immediate shipment.

ITEM NO:
1508AR  Practi-Adenosn 2 mL™
1509AY  Practi-Adenosn 4 mL™
1507N  Practi-Naloxn 2 mL™

PRACTI-ADENOSN

ITEM NO: #1508AR (1 each) 2mL (6mg/2mL)

PRACTI-ADENOSN

ITEM NO: #1509AR (1 each) 2mL (12mg/4mL)

PRACTI-NALOXN HCI

ITEM NO: #1507N (1 each) 2mL (2mg/2mL)

By educator request, Wallcur® now offers the new one-of-a-kind Practi-SimPack. This new bundle provides many of our current simulation Practi-Best Sellers! Also included FREE, are two of our most popular Teaching Modules that offer extensive Q&A’s to help educators teach, and test skills effectively. The new Practi-SimPack will help your student groups learn faster, and master key skill criteria. Order Today!

The New Practi-SimPack Includes:

- Practi-Injecta Pad
- 100 Practi-Amps
- 40 Practi-Mini Vials
- 10 Practi-Dilaud Labels
- 10 Practi-Novlog Labels
- Practi-Powder Module
- 30 Practi-Powder Vials
- 100 Practi-Tint Amps
- 40 Practi-Heparin Vials
- 10 Practi-Vitamin K Labels
- 10 Practi-Humlg Labels
- Practi-Insulin Module
- 30 Practi-Vials
- 40 Practi-Insulin Vials
- 10 Practi-Phenerg Labels
- 10 Practi-Zofrn Labels
- 18 Practi-Antibiotic Labels

ITEM NO: #SP-2012 Practi-SimPack™, One Pack

For simulation practice only. Not for human or animal injection.
Side Effects:

CV: hypotension, circulatory collapse, cardiac and central nervous system depression

Respiratory: respiratory paralysis

CNS: flushing, sweating, depressed reflexes, flaccid paralysis

Other: hypothermia, hypocalcemia

Directions, Route & Dosage:

IV or IM Injection: Magnesium Sulfate Injection, USP 1 gram/2 mL 50% (0.5 g/mL) administered by the intravenous or intramuscular routes. Must be diluted before IV use.

Latex free
Preservative free
Supplied in 2 mL single dose vials
When smaller doses are required the unused portion should be discarded with the entire unit.
Not to be confused with Magnesium sulfide.

Drug Interactions:

• CNS Depressants — Additive CNS depressant effects of magnesium.
• Neuromuscular Blocking Agents — Additive effect, these drugs should be administered concomitantly with caution.
• Cardiac Glycosides — extreme caution in digitalized patients; serious changes in cardiac conduction, which can result in heart block, may occur.
• Carbamazepine may increase heart block.
Each of our exclusive teaching modules has been designed as an adjunct to the Wallcur® Practi-Product line of simulated dosages and solutions. Each module provides patient case scenarios, physicians’ orders, dosage calculations, and clinically relevant Q&A’s.

**ITEM NO:**
- #MOD402  Practi-Powder CD Module™
- #MOD406  Practi-Heparin CD Module™
- #MOD407  Practi-Tub PPD CD Module™
- #MOD408  Practi-Insulin CD Module™
- #MOD411  Practi-Vaccine B CD Module™
- #MOD429  Practi-Lanox CD Module™
- #MOD888D  Practi-Fentanyl CD Module™
- #MOD601  Practi-Oral Med Pack CD Module™
- #MOD777N  Practi-Nitro CD Module™
- #MOD1100  Practi-Teaching Modules™ (Set of 9)
- #MMP300  Practi-Math™ CD 3-Pack (Set of 3)
- #MMP1200  Practi-Super CD Pack™ (Set of 12)

All sales are final.
HEALTHCARE SIMULATION

Mediquip is the Australian and New Zealand distributor of the CAE Healthcare range of simulation products. With over 6 years of service experience, Mediquip can provide complete technical support and education to our customers.

We offer a complete range of simulation solutions including human patient simulators, surgical and imaging simulators AV and simulation centre management and learning applications. Mediquip can also offer targeted solutions to hospitals, medical schools, nursing, paramedic, military and allied health programs.

The CAE range of Human Patient Simulators offers infant, paediatric and adult simulators. The adult simulators diversify from the HPS with anaesthetic, ventilator and monitoring capabilities, Ceasar as the new highly ruggedized and water resistant trauma simulator for outdoor use, iSTAN the first high fidelity wireless simulator, and METIman a wireless prehospital or nursing simulator.

The CAE range of Surgical Simulators offers the EndoVR for bronchscopy, GI upper and lower endoscopy, the LAPVR for haptic feedback laparoscopic procedures, the PROMIS surgical skills trainer, CathLab VR for cardiac and peripheral procedures and Vimedix Ultrasound Simulator which offers scanning of obstetrics and gynaecological anatomy and pathology.

LearningSpace is the most comprehensive audio visual and centre management system, with plug and play components configurable to your needs. It can be a single unit on a cart or in a portable case moving through to multiple scaled up cameras in different locations. It is designed to meet your needs now and is future proofed for your simulation requirements in the years to come.

Blue Phantom is the leader in ultrasound training models for more than 20 medical specialties, including Ob/Gyn, emergency medicine, anaesthesia and critical care. Blue Phantom’s high-quality models allow users to practice diagnostic imaging and ultrasound-guided procedures without risk to real patients. They are durably designed for repeated practice with real ultrasound systems.
# CUSTOMER ORDER FORM

Please photocopy this page and fax it to us on 1300 246 329, or scan & email it to sales@mediquip.com.au

## INVOICE TO:
- Company name:
- Phone:
- Fax:
- Contact:
- Your order no.:
- Dept no.:
- Your account no. (if applicable):

## DELIVER TO:
- Attention:
- Delivery address:
- ABN:
- Date:
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**TOTAL**

## SPECIAL INSTRUCTION:

DELIVERY REQUIRED BY:
- Authorised sig:
- Dept no.:

□ VISA  □ MASTERCARD  Expiry:
- Credit card no.:
- Cardholders name:
- Cardholders signature:

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: View our terms and conditions online at www.mediquip.com.au/terms